STARRY PATH TEMPLATE SET

4 Multi-size shapes for cutting

6”, 9”, and 12” blocks. 8586—

New

This classic star design from the 1930s hides its ease of construction behind a stunning appearance! There are only 16 pieces in every block, but those pieces were not easy to cut until now! The pattern for the Zig Zag Starry Path quilt shown here is included with the templates. Don’t let the design fool you, there are NO set-in seams. It is made using the 6” Starry Path block. The pattern includes adaptions for the 9” and 12” blocks.

MULTI-SIZE FUSSY CUTTER

5 sizes: 1”, 2”, 3”, 4” and 6” blocks. 8297—$12.00

It is so much fun to fussy cut and emphasize motifs that help tell the story or create a new design. The lines in a regular ruler can be confusing, and you have to “do the math” to know where the center is or trust your “eyeball” measurements. No more! You may not know when you will need it, but it is easy to see that the Fussy Cutter is “too handy not to have it on hand.”

All sizes are numbered for left or right handed use and marked with • Center dot • Two 45° diagonal lines • Lines for cut size and ¼” seam allowances
2 pieces each set. This piece cuts the corner and center triangles and the center square.

**Pineapple Set**

1" finished strip width

2 pieces

**Pineapple Set**

1½" finished strip width

2 pieces

**Pineapple Set**

1¼" finished strip width

2 pieces

**Cutting Strips:** Pre-cut strips to proper width. Stack 4 strips and cut all #1 pieces needed for one block at the same time. Rotate the ruler and cut a stack of #2 pieces, rotate and repeat for #3 pieces, rotate and cut #4 pieces. Repeat with light fabric.

**Piece #1**

**Piece #2**

**Piece #3**

**Piece #4**

**Nip points on each stack**

**Cutting corner Triangles:**

12" block size

Rotate & nip all 3 points

NOW IN 3 SIZES

½" finished strip width for 4", 5" and 6" finished size blocks. 8262—$15

1" finished strip width for 8", 10", 12" and 14" blocks. 8230—$15

1¼" finished strip width and 10", 12½" and 15" blocks. 8231—$15

Use with Pineapple Pizzazz Pattern #8534

*15363-AIFDEb

From Marti Michell is a brand of rulers and instructions for making pineapple blocks. These rulers are designed for use with ¼" seam allowances included throughout. They include instructions for creating pineapple blocks of various sizes, from 4" to 12" finished strip width. The rulers are available in three sizes, each with different strip widths: ½", 1", and 1¼". The rulers are used to cut strips of fabric into the desired size and shape, and then to rotate and cut additional pieces. The patterns for these pineapple blocks can be found in a separate pattern book.
LONG SKINNY SASHING STAR SET
Add the sparkle of sashing stars to any quilt with sashings and cornerstones. Use this 2-piece set to cut all the pieces to make long skinny 2”, 3” and 4” wide sashing stars in four styles. The sashing ruler is easily positioned on the end of any length strip. Cut matching cornerstones with it, too! 8232—$16.00

NEW Long Skinny Smashing Sashings Pattern 8532—$8, page 18
See it in color on our website.

ORIGINAL SASHING STAR SET
Use this set to cut all the pieces to make 2”, 3” and 4” wide sashing stars in 4 styles. The sashing ruler is 4½” x 12½”—perfect for 12” blocks—but is easily positioned on the end of any length strip. Cut matching cornerstones with it, too! 8114—$18.00
**PINEAPPLE RULERS**

2 pieces each set—3 sizes available

1/2” finished strip width for 4”, 5” and 6” finished size blocks (shown below).
8262—$15 Retail

1” finished strip width for 8”, 10”, 12” (shown left, below) and 14” blocks.
8230—$15 Retail

1 1/4” finished strip width and 10”, 12 1/2” (shown right, above) and 15 1/2” blocks.
8231—$15 Retail

Cut strips the appropriate width. Then use the Pineapple Ruler to cut the exact size and shape of the graduated pieces. Use the triangle template to cut the center and corner triangles. Sew the pieces together and press. **No paper to tear away! No squaring up after every set of strips is sewn! Very little waste. Perfect!**

This piece cuts the center and corner triangles and the center square

---

**Cutting Strips:** Pre-cut strips to proper width. Stack 4 strips and cut all #1 pieces needed for one block at the same time. Rotate the ruler and reposition with next pair of guidelines to cut a stack of #2 pieces... rotate and repeat for #3 pieces... rotate and cut #4 pieces. Repeat with light fabric and #1, #2, #3.

---

**Cutting corner Triangles:**

Nip points on each stack

= Piece #1

Piece #2

Piece #3

Piece #4
MY FAVORITE LOG CABIN RULERS

For ease, efficiency and accuracy cutting Log Cabin strips to exact size, look no further! If you have always cut Log Cabin strips to length after sewing them, we hope you will look carefully at the advantages of our rulers. You may be surprised to discover how much more quickly—and accurately—blocks can be sewn by first cutting to the exact length.

Use Ruler 8227 with NEW Linked Chevrons & Linked Squares Pattern 8529—$8, page 18

Excerpted from 8037 Log Cabin Ruler instruction tag:

The Log Cabin Ruler is marked with both a letter and the actual length in inches for each strip—just the lines you need, so there’s no distraction, no confusion, no unnecessary information.

1. With the Log Cabin Ruler extending to the left and the strip length extending to the right, measure and cut the number of squares (A) that you need.

Cut a light A and a dark A

2. Reposition the ruler and cut the first rectangles (B).

Cut a light B and a dark B

3. Reposition the ruler on the strip and cut the next rectangles (C).

Cut a light C and a dark C

4. Continue to reposition the ruler on the strip and cut longer strips as needed.

½” and 1” Finished Strip Widths
Log Cabin blocks up to 13½”
8227—$15.00

⅜” and 1¼” Finished Strip Widths
Log Cabin blocks up to 13¼”
8058—$15.00

¾” and 1½” Finished Strip Widths
Log Cabin blocks up to 14”
8038—$16.00

Finished strip widths are 2:1 on Log Cabin rulers. Cut strips from both sides to make Curved Log Cabin blocks.

Make dozens of different Log Cabin blocks

Chevron
3¾” made with ¾” wide strips

Courthouse Steps—5¼” made with ¾” wide strips

7½” made with 1½” wide strips

10½” made with 1¼” wide strips

Off-center Log Cabin
8¼” made with ¾” and 1½” wide strips

Four Off-center Log Cabins

YOU’LL LOVE OUR LOG CABIN BOOK!

How to use the rulers and 14 complete quilt patterns for wall to bed size quilts, including some you may not be familiar with, like Inside/Out and Log Cabin Baskets. Also tricks and tips for efficient cutting and piecing. 80 pages, soft cover, all color.

8043—$20.00
Quilters have asked us for the 53½° diamond and surrounding triangles used in the popular Storm at Sea blocks. Our multi-size tool will cut those pieces for 6” by 5”, 9” by 4½” by 9”. 8022—$16.00

Instead, cut strips the perfect width, cut large triangles with our Flying Geese Ruler, then rotate the ruler and use it to cut the small triangles!

ADD ON DIAMOND TEMPLATE SET FOR STORM AT SEA

Quilters have asked us for the 53½° diamond and surrounding triangles used in the popular Storm at Sea blocks. Our multi-size tool will cut those pieces for 6”, 9” and 12” blocks. Storm at Sea basic instructions included. 2 pieces. Must be used with additional From Marti Michell templates to make Storm at Sea blocks. 8065—$16.00

MULTI-SIZE KITE RULER

We designed this tool for the classic Bride’s Bouquet block in our Wild Rose Bouquet quilt (see Oct. 2010 “American Patchwork & Quilting”). Then we began playing with it! It’s a companion piece for Set E and the Kaleido-Ruler, and it fits the 45° diamond in the Strippers template set. It is measured in different ways in different blocks, we call the sizes Small, Medium, Large and Extra Large. The instructions include all the ways to cut with it that we could think of! 8158—$15.00

Stop throwing these away!

Use this ruler to make Flying Geese units for blocks, borders and entire quilts!
TEMPLATE CARRIER

You’ll love this wonderful way to store and transport your collection of From Marti Michell templates, rulers and other tools. Outside pocket and 12 individual zippered see-through pockets custom made for our template sets. Comfortable strap for carrying over the shoulder or hanging for storage. Extra Velcro™ pocket pages for expandability.

Template Carrier and 6-Pocket Page 30101—$60.00
Add-in 6-Pocket Page (3 pockets/side) 30102—$17.00
Add-in 4-Pocket Page (2 pockets/side) 30103—$12.50
NEW! Add-in 2-Pocket Page (1 lg. pocket/side; holds many but not all of our rulers) 30186—$17.00

DOUBLE WEDDING RING TEMPLATES

Our templates are based on a 12" square, resulting in easy-to-measure quilt sizes and shapes that are just as easy to rotary cut and sew. Step-by-step instruction booklet covers using the templates, cutting fabrics, and a method for sewing curved seams that can be applied to other patterns with curved seams, like Winding Ways. Also includes pieced and single arc variations, Lafayette’s Orange Peel made with just the large melon and center pieces, and Robbing Peter to Pay Paul with the split melon. Grainline arrows silk-screened on templates.

Includes large melon for the Improved Nine Patch (or Glorified Nine Patch), Lafayette’s Orange Peel, Robbing Peter to Pay Paul and the Improved Pinwheel quilt designs. Also includes foundation piecing pattern for Pickle Dish, yardage requirements for common quilt sizes and a no-fail technique for binding scalloped edges.

7 pieces, for single fabric and pieced arcs, based on a 12" square, plus 32-page instruction book. 8017—$38.00
APPLE CORE 2½” and 6” (longest dimension) finished sizes. Includes detailed cutting & sewing instructions. 8103—$12.00 Retail

60-DEGREE DIAMOND AND TRIANGLE 1 piece for cutting 7 sizes. 2”–4½” finished side in ½” increments plus 2¼” for diamond-within-a-diamond designs. Includes left- and right-handed cutting instructions, and sewing tips. 8228—$14.00

60° DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER 60° 8531 Pattern $8

MULTI-SIZE TESSELLATING WINDMILL TEMPLATE 1 piece for 2” to 9” finished blocks. NEW Method! Stack squares, cut the pieces and all pieces are on the straight grain! Then use our easy “Leap Frog” system to assemble blocks—The quilt almost makes itself! 8219—$14.00

8530 Pattern—$8

MULTI-SIZE TUMBLER 1 piece for cutting 8 sizes. 2”–5½” in ½” increments. Includes left- and right-handed cutting instructions, construction tips and project planning guidelines. 8204—$14.00

1” GRANDMOTHER’S GARDEN 2 pieces to cut 3 shapes; GG-1, -2, -3 are the same size as G-46, -48 & -49. 8351—$9.00

2” KITE AND CROWN 2 pieces to make 2” hexies, fits with Set G. 8287—$14.00

3” KITE AND CROWN 2 pieces for 3” hexies, coordinates with Set H. 8288—$14.00
GIANT DAHLIA TEMPLATE SET

The Giant Dahlia is a classic design—Today’s fabrics give it a brand new look. Our acrylic templates, designed for rotary cutting, will give quilters a new outlook! Lots of people want to make Giant Dahlia quilts but no one wants to make the patterns or cut cardboard templates. The Giant Dahlia Template Set includes nine pieces with ¼” seam allowances, and complete instructions for making a queen/double quilt. The classic pieced border shown in the instructions is pieced perfectly with Perfect Patchwork Template Set B (page 9).

Makes a 54” (137 cm) diameter Dahlia center for an 84½” by 101½” quilt. Includes instruction booklet.

9 Pieces with ¼” seam allowances. 8949—$50.00

OPTIONAL TEMPLATES FOR THE GIANT DAHLIA TEMPLATE SET

2 Pieces with ¼” seam allowances. 8039—$14.00

Combined AAB for Alternate Center Design

Traditional Look for Giant Dahlia. Requires 16 “A” and 16 “B” pieces and a “Y” seam

Combined IHI for Alternate Edge Treatment

With the Combined AAB template, only 8 seams meet in the center, and 8 “B” pieces are appliquéd on them. The other 8 pieces are sewn into the arcs.

GIANT DAHLIA QUILTING STENCIL

Designed specifically to fit Giant Dahlia quilts made with our template set; it will not fit other Dahlias. The design is elegant without overshadowing the quilt. Also includes a beautiful corner motif.

8961—$16.00

NOT SO GIANT DAHLIA TEMPLATE SET

This lovely, smaller version of the Giant Dahlia has a 36” diameter. The center has been simplified for easy piecing. The pieced border shown in the instructions is pieced perfectly with the small 2”–8” Kaleido-Ruler (page 8). Makes a 36” (91.4 cm) diameter Dahlia center for a 50” square quilt. Includes instruction booklet.

9 Pieces with ¼” seam allowances. 8034—$38.00
1. Find desired finished block size on the blunted 45° end of the Kaleido-Ruler and cut strips the width printed on the ruler. Then use the Kaleido-Ruler to rotary-cut the isosceles triangles (67½° at the base) for the block interior.

2. Cut corner triangle strips: Align desired block size line (on the longest side of the Kaleido-Ruler) with the evenly-cut edge of fabric. Position a second ruler against the Kaleido-Ruler. It will be the cutting edge.

3. Cut the corner triangles: Turn the ruler and align finished block size with edge of the strip. The point should touch opposite edge of strip. Or use alternate method shown on instruction tag.

**CATALINA CANOES PATTERN**

77” x 103”, 12” Crossed Canoes blocks, 8291—$8.00

**MAGIC MIRRORS IN 2 SIZES**

An innovative way to preview design concepts. Helps establish how your ideas work before extensive cutting. Great for use with Template Set E (8-pointed stars) and the Kaleido-Rulers. Instructions included.

**KALEIDOSCOPE ABCS BOOK**

How to use the Kaleido-Rulers; no-fail sewing instructions; 14 patterns; cutting charts; idea gallery of a dozen+ quilts; design grid to photocopy. 80 pages, color, 8½” by 11”, soft cover. 8049—$20.00

**Small Kaleido-Ruler**

(2” to 8” blocks) 8641, $14.00

**Large Kaleido-Ruler**

(6” to 16” blocks) 8642—$18.00

**Large Mirrors**

5½” x 11½” 30084—$22

**6” Mirrors**

8941—$13
PERFECT PATCHWORK TEMPLATES
The Templates with the “Smart” Corners TWICE! BEST NEW PRODUCT AWARD!

PERFECT for rotary cutters—Cut multiple layers at one time.
PERFECT shapes and sizes—Specific-size ¼-inch thick acrylic pieces.
PERFECT ½-inch seam allowances included
PERFECT permanent identification system
PERFECT for hand or machine piecers

PERFECT “smart” corners—revolutionary double-blunt corners engineered for perfect alignment. No more dog ears!
PERFECT companion tools for strip cutting and piecing techniques
PERFECT laser cut accuracy

Template sets shown on this page are proportionate to each other. Precision corner concept by Jane Hackworth Gruchacz

THE BASIC GEOMETRIC TEMPLATE SETS

SET A — 7 Pieces based on a 3” square plus Component Shapes. 8251, $18.00

Any block you can make with SET A can be made with SET B. It will just be bigger.

SET B — 7 Pieces based on a 4” square plus Component Shapes.
8252—$22.00

THE BONUS GEOMETRIC TEMPLATE SETS

SET C — 7 Pieces, Bonus Shapes that complement Set A. 8253, $23.00

ENCyclopedia OF Patchwork Blocks, Volume 1
Featuring Sets A & B. 390 block possibilities from 5½” to 32”—69 designs in 4-8 sizes each! 43 traditional designs like Barrister’s Block, Dutchman’s Puzzle, Flower Pot, Fox and Geese, Gentleman’s Fancy plus 26 new block designs that look traditional. 48 pages. 8342—$10.00

ENCyclopedia OF Patchwork Blocks, Volume 2
Featuring Template Sets A & C, and B & D. 207 block possibilities from 2½” to 24”—81 designs in 2-4 sizes! Add a Bonus Set to a Basic Set and you’ll be making old and new blocks like Crazy Ann, Grandmother’s Choice, Starry Path and Toad in a Puddle. Plus two additional popular blocks: Dimensional Bow Tie and Dimensional Spool. 48 pages. 8343—$10.00

SET D — 8 Pieces, Bonus Shapes that complement Set B. 8254—$25.00

ENCyclopedia OF Patchwork Blocks, Volume 1
Featuring Sets A & B. 390 block possibilities from 5½” to 32”—69 designs in 4-8 sizes each! 43 traditional designs like Barrister’s Block, Dutchman’s Puzzle, Flower Pot, Fox and Geese, Gentleman’s Fancy plus 26 new block designs that look traditional. 48 pages. 8342—$10.00
Templates in Set E feature marking holes for dot-to-dot piecing.

Also Makes 6" LeMoyne Stars

ENCyclopedia of Patchwork Blocks, Volume 3 Featuring Template Set E. 118 block possibilities from 4" to 36"—55 designs in up to 3 sizes! Includes a variety of traditional 12" designs like LeMoyne Star, Rolling Star and Peony plus relatives. Instructions for precision dot- to-dot piecing, plus bonus lessons like working with grainline and squaring-up, using stripes and strips, previewing fabrics with mirrors, super sets for 8-pointed stars, diamond borders. 48 pages. 8345—$10.00

THE SUNBURST TEMPLATE SET WITH HOLES FOR DOT-TO-DOT PIECING ACCURACY

SET F — 5 Pieces for a 12" Block. Includes instructions for 3 quilts and BONUS Baby Blocks. 8344—$14.00

SUNBURST QUILTS TO MAKE This colorful booklet includes general directions for the Sunburst block and specific instructions for 5 quilts; 4 are variations of the classic block design. Designed for use with Perfect Patchwork Templates Set F; however, it can be used by itself. Sixteen pages plus four-page pullout of full-size patterns. Color photos of all projects on covers. 30006—$10.00

THE HEXAGON FAMILY 3 RULERS PLUS SETS G, H & N (PAGE 11)

60-DEGREE EQUILATERAL TRIANGLE RULERS Measuring with our multiple-size 60° rulers is easy! They work perfectly with our hexagon family of templates (Sets G, H and N). Other equilateral triangle rulers measure the height of the triangle from the center of the bottom to the top point. Our rulers measure the triangle on the side—In fact, all From Marti Michell 60° family members are size-defined by the length of the finished side—it’s the only measurement that is common to all of the shapes in the family.

Large 60° Triangle-Ruler (3”–9” finished side) 8963—$18.00
Small 60° Triangle-Ruler (2”–6” finished side) 8962—$14.00

Cut triangles for blocks like Seven Sisters, as well as the large setting triangles used to connect the blocks.
SET G SMALL HEXAGONS PLUS — 9 Pieces for cutting 11 shapes. Based on 1” and 2” hexagons plus Component Shapes.

Perfect for “I Spy” type quilts!

SET H LARGE HEXAGONS PLUS — 3 Pieces for cutting 11 shapes. Based on 1½” and 3” hexagons plus Component Shapes.

Set G and Set H instruction sheets include many classic 60° angle patchwork designs and steps for using the templates as rulers for rotary cutting strip widths.

SIX IS FOR HEXAGONS, ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PATCHWORK BLOCKS, VOLUME 6
Featuring Template Sets G and H. Over 48 designs to make with the 60° family of shapes. Thousand Pyramids, Tumbling Blocks, Flower Garden, Seven Sisters, Spider Web and more. Perfect for I Spy type quilts! Companion tools include Sets G, H and N, plus the 60° equilateral Triangle Ruler in two sizes. 72 pages (12 color). 8966—$16.00

THE HOUSE TEMPLATE FAMILY
FEATURING HOLES FOR PIECING PERFECT ROOFS

SET J SMALL HOUSE SET — 6 Pieces for cutting 10 shapes. Makes a 6” finished block. 8952—$20.00

Make either size house in both roof styles.

Set K Includes variation for two chimneys.

THE HEXAGON FAMILY
TEMPLATES FEATURE HOLES FOR PIECING ACCURACY

SET G SMALL HEXAGONS PLUS — 9 Pieces for cutting 11 shapes. Based on 1” and 2” hexagons plus Component Shapes.

Perfect for “I Spy” type quilts!

SET H LARGE HEXAGONS PLUS — 3 Pieces for cutting 11 shapes. Based on 1½” and 3” hexagons plus Component Shapes.

Set G and Set H instruction sheets include many classic 60° angle patchwork designs and steps for using the templates as rulers for rotary cutting strip widths.

SIX IS FOR HEXAGONS, ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PATCHWORK BLOCKS, VOLUME 6
Featuring Template Sets G and H. Over 48 designs to make with the 60° family of shapes. Thousand Pyramids, Tumbling Blocks, Flower Garden, Seven Sisters, Spider Web and more. Perfect for I Spy type quilts! Companion tools include Sets G, H and N, plus the 60° equilateral Triangle Ruler in two sizes. 72 pages (12 color). 8966—$16.00

HEXAGON RULER
Use on strips to cut 6 sizes of hexagons, from 2” to 4½” per side. 8060—$18

HALF HEXAGON
Sizes match the Hexagon Ruler. 8282—$14.00

ODE TO ASIA
Cut this Interlocking Hexagon quilt with the Hexagon Ruler. 41” x 50½”. 8535—$8.00

THE HOUSE TEMPLATE FAMILY
FEATURING HOLES FOR PIECING PERFECT ROOFS

SET J SMALL HOUSE SET — 6 Pieces for cutting 10 shapes. Makes a 6” finished block. 8952—$20.00

Make either size house in both roof styles.

Set K Includes variation for two chimneys.

THE HOUSE TEMPLATE FAMILY
FEATURING HOLES FOR PIECING PERFECT ROOFS

SET J SMALL HOUSE SET — 6 Pieces for cutting 10 shapes. Makes a 6” finished block. 8952—$20.00

Make either size house in both roof styles.

Set K Includes variation for two chimneys.
ENCyclopedia of Patchwork Blocks, Volume 4

Featuring Sets L and M. Blocks made with Perfect Patchwork Template
Sets L and M. They are uniquely interesting, due to the uneven number of
units in the designs (7x7 for Set L or 5x5 for Set M). Volume 4 features
more blocks and more quilt ideas than any of the first three volumes and all
of it is still packed into 48 pages—Still a great value! 8346—$10.00

The 5-Patch Block Template Sets

SET M — 5 Pieces for cutting 7
shapes. Makes 12” blocks and other
sizes. Includes cutting tips.
8955—$22.00

SPECIAL OFFER
Combined Sets M and S! 8172—$33.00

SET S — 4 Pieces for cutting 10 shapes. Makes 6” blocks or
12” blocks when used with Set M.
Includes cutting tips.
8166—$15.00

The Mini Geometrics Template Set

WITH HOLES FOR DOT-TO-DOT ACCURACY

SET N — 5 Pieces for cutting 6 shapes. Based on a 1” square and a ¾” hexagon.
The instruction sheet coordinates these pieces with all blocks in Volume 1, and
many eight-pointed star type blocks in Volume 3. 8956—$16.00

The Feathered Star Template Family

Includes patterns and instructions for cutting corner squares and
side triangles, complete instructions and quilt ideas.

SET O — SMALL FEATHERED STAR 8958—$18.00
5 Pieces, 6” center square, 19¾” finished block. Most of the blocks
in our Encyclopedia of Patchwork Blocks, Volume 1, and at least
half of the blocks in Volume 3, can be made to finish at 6” and
placed in the center square to enhance the block.

SET P — LARGE FEATHERED STAR 8959—$22.00
5 Pieces, 8½” center square, 27¾” finished block.
Nearly every block in Volume 1 can be made 8½” if
you own both Set A and Set B. It gets even better: A
large percentage of Volume 4 blocks can be made
8½” with Set L templates.

Use Sets A and P to make the Feathered Star Medallion Quilt (page 19).
The late Doreen Speckmann affectionately named this pair and promoted them to the quilt world. The 3” size is in our Set C and 4” is in Set D. The 5” size in Set R is perfectly suited for today’s popular larger fabric prints. Try it with Scrappy Sedona Star, page 16. Use with NEW Volume 5.

Q IS FOR QUILTING!

NEW SET Q 2½” Basic Template Set — Now includes 7 Pieces: Square, ½-square and ¼-square Triangle plus 4 component pieces. Makes 2½” units for 5”, 7½”, 10”, even 20” blocks. 8212—$19.00

Perfect with our NEW Set T! Many popular patchwork designs require just a square, its ½-square triangle and matching ¼-square triangle. In Sets A and B, the only popular size square not included was a 2½” square. Includes patchwork primer. Use with NEW Volume 5, 5 is Fabulous.

PEAKY AND SPIKE

SET R — 2 Pieces: Makes 5” units for 10” and 15” patchwork blocks.
8019—$15.00

The late Doreen Speckmann affectionately named this pair and promoted them to the quilt world. The 3” size is in our Set C and 4” is in Set D. The 5” size in Set R is perfectly suited for today’s popular larger fabric prints. Try it with Scrappy Sedona Star, page 16. Use with NEW Volume 5.

MULTI-SIZE PEAKY AND SPIKE TRIANGLE SET
For 1” to 6” finished units. 8289—$15.00

SET S SEE SPECIAL OFFER COMBO SETS M & S ON PAGE 11

4 Pieces for cutting 10 shapes. Makes 6” blocks or 12” blocks when used with Set M. Includes cutting tips.
8166—$15.00

SET T COMPATIBLE WITH SETS Q AND R AND NEW VOLUME 5

Bigger pieces are perfect for beginners and bigger prints! 3 templates for cutting 7 shapes, including the finished 5” combination of square, half-square triangle and ¼-square triangle. Plus 4 bonus shapes. Use with Sets Q and R for even more variety. Quarter-inch seam allowances included. Includes how to convert all blocks in Volume 1 and most in Volume 2 to Set T or Sets T, Q and R. 8203—$22.00

NEW! VOLUME 5
5 is Fabulous! and hot off the press! 14 quilt patterns using Sets Q, R and/or T. 80 pgs, full color.
8229—$20

WINDINGWAYS TEMPLATE SETS

Makes a 6” block
8052—$17.00

Makes an 8½” block
8974—$18.00

Makes an 11” block
8053—$22.00

Detailed instructions for making the block and a bed quilt or wallhanging, plus cutting layouts. The curves are so gradual that the construction is quite easy.
**MINI DRESDEN PLATE TEMPLATE SET**

4 Pieces. Makes 3” and 5½” Dresden Plates with pointed or rounded petals. Bonus Mini Drunkard’s Path.

8964—$16.00

Now you can rotary cut this classic favorite. Chain piece pointed Dresden Plate segments and try our lined technique on the rounded segments. Over a dozen variations included.

**DRESDEN PLATE TEMPLATE SET**

4 Pieces for cutting 6 shapes. Makes 7”, 10½” and 12” Dresden Plates with pointed or rounded petals.

8965—$20.00

Use to make “Dresden Plate Homecoming” (page 16), featuring a full size bed quilt and wallhanging plus instructions for using the Mini Dresden Plate set to make a miniature version of the bed quilt.

**THE DRUNKARD’S PATH TEMPLATES **

“These are the “They don’t look like Drunkard’s Path Templates” that are perfect for rotary cutting. A and B are used to make a 3” finished Drunkard’s Path block. Shape A is used to cut a quarter-circle opening from a 3½” square (or Template 1, Set A) and shape B is cut from a 2½” strip, as shown below. Templates C and D are used to make 4” Drunkard’s Path units. All of our template sets include designs to make. This design is called Birds in a Crosswind.

**OUR ORIGINAL DRUNKARD’S PATH SET**

4 Pieces for cutting 3”, 3½” and 4” units. 8960—$18.00

**LARGE DRUNKARD’S PATH TEMPLATE SET**

2 Pieces for cutting 6”–7” units. Works the same way, just creates bigger pieces. 8024—$19.00
2½” Strippers Templates—3 templates for cutting 7 shapes. Jelly Rolls and other 2½” fabric strip sets are quite the rage. Use From Marti Michell Set B templates to cut squares, rectangles, half-square triangles, and Flying Geese units from Jelly Rolls—and Strippers Templates to cut these shapes—Hexagon • 60° Diamond • 45° Diamond • Equilateral Triangles • 60° Conehead • half-hexagon • and the small triangle that matches the hexagon for another “I Spy” size. 8059—$15.00

NEW Strippity-Do-Dah Patterns—For use with 2½” fabric strip sets. $6.00 each

Great Patterns—Great price!
Pattern size 5½” x 8½”

NEW Mosaic Four Patch Bed Quilt 8108—$6.00
Use with Set B 8252 & any Diagonal Set Triangle Ruler

Rolling Star, Product 8091—$6.00
Use with Set B 8252 & Strippers

Stepping Stones 8093—$6.00
Use with Log Cabin Ruler 8038

Chevron Charm 8092—$6.00
Use with Strippers 8059

Inner City 8094—$6.00
Use with Strippers 8059

Arkansas Crossroads 8095—$6.00
Use with Template Set B—8252
**NOW THERE ARE FOUR CHOICES**

All four use the same corner concept as our templates. The small rulers are perfect for small quilts, many border designs and even many square-in-a-square designs.

**THE ORIGINAL DIAGONAL SET TRIANGLE RULERS**

The original From Marti Michell Diagonal Set Triangle Rulers, introduced in 2001, minimized both the size and the cost of the rulers by taking advantage of one of the special features of the engineered corners on our tools. They look like a multi-size corner triangle ruler and they are perfect for cutting the corner triangles for diagonal set quilts from strips of fabric. (The strip width varies with the size of the block and is shown on each ruler.)

![Diagram showing corner and setting triangles](image1)

To cut corner triangle (b):

- Measure with both ruler.
- a = size of finished block
- b = corner triangle
- c = setting triangle

![Diagram showing how to cut](image2)

To cut setting triangle (c), cut one side of the triangle, then flip ruler and align contact spots, then cut the second side of the triangle:

![Diagram showing cutting process](image3)

The original rulers are also perfect for cutting setting triangles from strips, but you have to cut one side of the triangle, flip the ruler, realign and then cut the other side. It is a great technique, but you have to remember the cut–flip method from one diagonal set quilt to the next. Quilters asked for rulers you don't have to flip, so now there are…

**THE NEW NO FLIP, FULL TRIANGLE DIAGONAL SET TRIANGLE RULERS**

The new multi-size Diagonal Set Triangle Rulers look like multi-size setting triangles, which makes them perfect for cutting setting triangles from pre-cut strips. With the new rulers, you have to “remember” how to use them to cut the corner triangle. So, it is easier to cut corner triangles with the original rulers, and easier to cut setting triangles with the new rulers. That is why some people will want one of each!

![Diagram showing new rulers](image4)
SCALLOP MARKING RULERS
Mark scalloped or serpentine edges on just about anything. Quick and accurate. Both rulers come with illustrated instruction card. For marking only; not for use with rotary cutters.

SCALLOP TOOLS
WE ARE PROUD TO SAY THE INDUSTRY FAVORITE SCALLOP RULERS ORIGINALLY FROM KATIE LANE ARE NOW FROM MARTI MICHELL

MUTLI-SIZE HALF-SQUARE TRIANGLE
1” to 6” every ½” Companion tools are Multi-Size Peaky and Spike 8289 and 6½” My Favorite Squaring Up Ruler 8973. 8290—$14.00

6½” SQUARING UP RULER Numbering goes from one corner along two sides; does not go both left and right. One 45° diagonal, a shadow follows every inch mark, turns a corner, last quarter-inch on two sides is great for checking your seam allowance. 8973—$12.00

THE SCALLOP HANDBOOK
16-page color booklet with more details for using the Scallop Marking Rulers, choosing suitable arcs and tables of recommended arc combinations, plus window valance project, reversible placemat project, bound quilt projects. 8246—$10.00
Pattern Booklets $8 each

8534 Pineapple Pizzazz Use with any of the Pineapple Rulers, 8230, 8231 and/or 8262

8532 Long Skinny Smashing Sashings

8533 It's All About the Rulers Use with 3”x18” Ruler 8972 and Log Cabin Ruler 8037

8529 Linked Chevrons & Linked Squares Use with Cabin Ruler 8227, ½” and 1” strips

8530 Tessellating Windmills

8531 60° Diamonds Are Forever 60° Diamonds

8159 RACHEL’S BASKETS PATTERN See inside back cover.

NEW

Feathered Star
Use with Sets A+P or B+D. 8295
FEATHERED STAR MEDALLION
Use Sets A and P.
8021—$10.00

CAROLINA LILY
Use Set E.
8970—$10.00

SCRAPPY SEDONA STAR
Use Sets A and C 9” blocks;
B and D 12” blocks; R 15”.
8016—$12.00

BED OF ROSES/ DOWNHILL DREAMER
Two bed sizes; 16” blocks, use with Set B.
#30058—$10.00

TEXAS GARDENS
Queen/double Texas Star uses Set H. Midnight Garden wallhanging uses Set N. 8969—$10.00

ROCKY ROADS
2 quilts in 2 sizes each! Bed size uses large Kaleido-Ruler; wallhanging is made with Set D. 8003—$10.00

LINKED CHEVRONS
Use strip techniques and large or small Diagonal Set Triangle Ruler. Mini to king sizes. Perfect beginner quilt. Perfect for Log Cabin Rulers. 8007—$10.00

DRESDEN PLATE HOMECOMING
Use with Dresden Plate Templates. Includes mini quilt made with Mini Dresden Plate Templates. 30086—$10.00

NEW Catalina Canoes
Use with Sets A+C or B+D 8291—$8.00

NEW Starry Nine Patch 8286
Use with Sets A+C or B+D 8285—$8.00

NEW Substitute Teacher 8286
Use with Sets L or M 8286—$8.00

STARS ALL AROUND & STARS ALL AROUND II
Easy strip techniques quilts. Cut with My Favorite Mitering Ruler or 6” x 24” ruler. 82” square. Two styles and how to make pieced stars using border stripes. 8008—$10.00
50” square, all color. *A % of sales is donated to Operation Homefront. 8268—$10
Machine Quilting in Sections is So Easy!  
Our best-selling book tells all!

You can machine quilt in sections on your own sewing machine!

  No extra equipment to buy!  
  No additional space required!

You can finish more quilts without the expense, or delay, of sending them out.  
Just divide your quilts into smaller sections—easy to manage and easy to assemble.

The latest in Low-Carb Quilting: It’s all about reducing bulk!

  • 6 ways to assemble quilted sections  
  • 3 ways to add borders to quilted centers.  
  • 12 examples of common quilt styles suitable for Low-Carb quilting: medallion, diagonal set, strippy, etc.  
  • Four step-by-step patterns featuring Low-Carb quilting techniques, including Not Such Hard Times, shown here.  
  For variety, try Low-Fat Quilting: —Divide the batting, not the quilt!

**Not Such Hard Times**, 87¾” by 105”  
(223 x 267 cm), being quilted in sections.

---

**MARTI’S CHOICE FUSIBLE TAPE**

- **Won’t gum up machine needle**  
- **Soft enough to needle easily by hand**  
- **Stabilize seams and bias edges**  
- **Join batting scraps or enlarge small batts**—Easy peasy!  
  Abut two cut edges and place batting tape, fusible side down, on batting.  
  Cover with press cloth and use a medium hot steam iron to secure batting tape in position.

- **Includes BONUS instructions** for Marti’s Famous “Low Fat” method introduced in her book Machine Quilting in Sections and a No-Binding Finish for Table Runners.

  **2 rolls, 1” wide by 30 yards long.**  
  8220—$10.00

  **1 roll, 1” wide by 30 yards long.**  
  8272—$6.00

  **1 roll, 2” wide by 30 yards long.**  
  8221—$10.00

---

Lightweight, non-woven, 100% polyester
Loads of info on using the rulers and 14 complete quilt patterns for wall to bed size quilts. 80 pages color, soft cover. See page 5 for details. **8043—$20.00**

Includes Kaleido-Ruler cutting, no-fail sewing instructions, 14 step-by-step patterns, cutting charts and more. 80 pages color. See page 6 for details. **8049—$20.00**

Machine quilt in sections on your own sewing machine! Six ways to assemble quilted sections, 3 ways to add borders to quilted centers & more. 72 pages, softcover. See page 23 for details. **8025—$20.00**

NEW! VOLUME 5

5 is Fabulous! 14 quilt patterns using Sets Q, R and/or T to make projects using 2½” and 5” finished size units. 80 pgs, full color. **8229—$20.00**
Right-Handed
Measuring and Cutting Strips

1. With the fabric extended to the left, straighten the right edge. Align one edge of the template with the straightened edge of the fabric. Use squares, rectangles or diamonds (pieces with long parallel sides) for measuring strip widths when possible.

Place your ruler against the template to confirm the strip width and define the cutting edge. Slide the template up and down along the raw edge to be sure the ruler is correctly aligned, then remove the template and cut the strip.

2. Place the template on the strip to cut the shape. Slip a small cutting mat or rotating mat under the strip as you cut the shapes. This makes it easy to rotate just-cut pieces so your rotary cutter will be at the correct angle for cutting away from your body as you nip the corners.
**Left-Handed**  
**Measuring and Cutting Strips**

1. With the fabric extended to the right, straighten the left edge. Align one edge of the template with the straightened edge of the fabric. Use squares, rectangles or diamonds (pieces with long parallel sides) for measuring strip widths when possible.

   Place your ruler against the template to confirm the strip width and define the cutting edge. Slide the template up and down along the raw edge to be sure the ruler is correctly aligned, then remove the template and cut the strip.

2. Place the template on the strip to cut the shape. Slip a small cutting mat or rotating mat under the strip as you cut the shapes. This makes it easy to rotate just-cut pieces so your rotary cutter will be at the correct angle for cutting away from your body as you nip the corners.
**VISIT OUR WEBSITE**

Be sure to visit “Videos” where all of Marti’s videos are listed. On “Tricks & Tips” you can download patterns, hexagon grid papers, strip charts and over three dozen great quilting tips on things like squaring up and chain piecing. Also check the complete index to all the quilt blocks in our *Encyclopedia of Patchwork Blocks* books.

**www.frommarti.com**
**JUST SHAPES**

With our special engineered corners

**Just Squares**
in 5 sizes
8029—$18.00

Matches Just Squares

**Just Half-Square Triangles**
8030—$17.00

Matches Just Squares

**Just Quarter-Square Triangles**
8031—$15.00

**Just Circles**
in 5 sizes
8032—$18.00

**Corner Trimmers**

Our original Corner Trimming Template includes an 8-page booklet of why’s and how’s for corner trimming your way to better quilting! Quilters love it especially for joining binding strips perfectly (includes instructions). 8064—$5.00

**PATTERN BOOKLETS**

- Substitute Teacher (L or M)
- Starry 9 Patch (A+C or B+D)
- Ode to Asia (Lg. Hex. Ruler)
- Bed of Roses/Downhill Dreamer Sampler Quilt (Set B)
- Texas Gardens (Set H or N)
- Linked Chevrons (LC Rulers)
- Linked Ch. & Squares
- Carolina Lily (Set E)
- Dresden Plate Homecoming
- Rocky Roads (Lg. Kaleido-Ruler, Set D)
- Scrappy Sedona Star (Sets A/C, B/D or R)
- Stars All Around (Lg. Miter Ruler) + Stars All Around II
- Rachel’s Basket (LCR 8038 & B)
- Feathered Star Wallhang’g (Set P)
- Feathered Star Medallion (A/P)
- Catalina Canoes (Lg. Kaleido-Ruler) + Tessellating Windmills
- 60° Diamonds Are Forever 60°
- It’s All About the Rulers
- Pineapple Pizzazz
- Long Skinny Smashing Sashings

**Diagonal Set Triangle Rulers**

- Original Cut-and-Flip Style
- Sm. 3”—9” Lg. 6”—16”
- Full Triangle Style Sm. Small, 2½”—10” Lg. Large, 5”—16”
- 60-Degree Equilateral Triangle Rulers
  - Sm. Small, 2”—6” Lg. Large, 3”—9”
- Strippity Do-Dahs Patterns
  - Use with Strippers:
    - Mini Mountains + Inner City
    - Chevron Charm +
  - Use with Strippers + Set B:
    - Rolling Star Quilt
    - Use with Set B:
  - Arkansas Crossroads
  - Four Patch Mosaic Bed Quilt + any Diagonal Set Tri. Ruler
  - Use with Log Cabin Ruler #8038:
  - Stepping Stones
  - Machine Quilting in Sections book
  - Batting Tape 1” 2”
  - From Marti Michell pin

**Just Hexagons**
in 4 sizes
8033—$18.00

**From Marti Michell Template Tracker Card**

Use one color to fill in the hearts with what you have and another color for what you want.

- More Bang for the Buck
- Set A—3” units
- Set B—4” units
- Encyclopedia of Patchwork Blocks, Vol. #1 (A & B)
- Set C—3” bonus pcs
- Set D—4” bonus pcs
- Add-on Storm at Sea
- Diamond Set (Sets A, B & D)
- Encyclopedia of Patchwork Blocks, Vol. #2 (A—D)
- Set E—45° diamond 8-Pt Star
- Encyclopedia of Patchwork Blocks, Volume #3
- Set F—Sunburst
- Sunburst Quilts to Make book

Cut, fold and carry in your wallet or purse for a handy reference. (Turn page for more products.)
DELUXE CORNER TRIMMER & HAND PIECING AID
With the Deluxe Corner Trimmer, you can cut away the “dog ears” on four different acute angle corners and square corners, and you can confirm the size of all the angles, including the outside angle on 60° and 45° diamonds. Hand piecers and machine piecers alike use the Deluxe Corner Trimmer to mark the dot where adjacent seam lines meet at a corner. Both the original and the Deluxe Corner Trimmer include 45° and 90° corners. With the Deluxe Corner Trimmer, you can also trim the extra fabric on 60° corners and Peaky and Spike corners. No matter what size the piece is, the excess created on a corner when you add ¼” seam allowance is the same, so when the edges of the tool on both sides of the corners are aligned with the fabric, that is the excess amount of fabric to cut off. 8217—$13.00

60° CORNER TRIMMER
Perfect for trimming “dog ears” on ruler-cut equilateral triangles. See more inside back cover. 8298—$5.00 Retail
More Bang for the Buck!

If you own Set A, B, C, D, E, Strippers, Set L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, Storm at Sea Diamond Template Set and/or the From Marti Michell Flying Geese Ruler, our new book *More Bang for the Buck!* will help you get more bang for your bucks! 48 pages, 2 color. 8352—$12.00

5 is Fabulous!

Volume 5 is here! Includes instructions for 16 large and small quilts featuring 5” units and 10”, 15” and 20” blocks. Use with Template Sets T, R and Q. 80 pages, full color. 8229—$20.00

Summer Bliss Quilt Kit

This quilt is featured in *5 is Fabulous*. It was previously featured in the Aug. 2012 American Patchwork & Quilting magazine. A dozen 20” finished blocks made with Set T for queen size or 16 blocks for king size. Kits include pattern.

Queen/Double, finished size 80½” x 100½”. Fabric Kit & pattern 8222—$140.00

Queen/Dbl Fabric Kit and Template Set T 8223—$156.95*

*Save $5.05

King Size, finished size 104” square. Fabric Kit & pattern 8224—$180.00

King Size Fabric Kit, pattern and Template Set T 8225—$196.95*

*Save $5.05

Template Set T 8203—$22
English Manor

**Finished sizes:** 70” square quilt, 12” blocks. This is Marti’s beautiful Pineapple quilt kit shown in the August 2014 issue of American Patchwork & Quilting. The kit includes Tomorrow’s Promise fabrics by Marti Michell and Maywood Studio for the quilt top and binding. You will need an additional 4½ yards of a fabric of your choice for backing.

**Fabric Kit** includes instructions and fabric.

8238—$82.00

**Fabric Kit & Tool.** Includes instructions, fabric and 1¼” Pineapple Ruler.

8239—$95.00*  
*Save $8.95

---

**Queen Size Kit**

**Finished sizes:** 84½” x 105½” quilt, 12½” blocks. Includes instructions, Tomorrow’s Promise fabrics by Marti Michell and Maywood Studio for the quilt top and binding. You will need an additional 7½ to 8 yards of a fabric of your choice for backing, depending on final border width.

**Fabric Kit.** Includes instructions and fabric.

8240—$148.00

**Fabric Kit & Tool.** Includes instructions, fabric and 1¼” Pineapple Ruler.

8241—$160.00*  
*Save $9.95

FROM MARTI MICHELL is a brand name of MICHELL MARKETING, INC. • P.O. Box 80218, Atlanta, GA 30366-0218  
Phone (770) 458-6500; (800) 558-3568  
Fax (770) 451-8628  
www.frommarti.com • cservice@frommarti.com